
SENATE . 1824
Senate, October 18, 1990 Offered by Senator David H. Locke.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety

Ordered, That

1 Whereas, The 1990 session of the Massachusetts legislature
2 convened over 10 months ago and faced an agenda including
3 consideration of nearly 10,000 legislative matters, and the
4 necessity of addressing the most serious fiscal crisis in
5 Massachusetts history, and
6 Whereas, Notwithstanding the volume, importance and
7 urgency of the pending issues, the Senate has met for debate in
8 formal session less than one hundred and twelve (112) hours
9 during the entire year, and

10 Whereas, Less than one hundred and twelve hours translates
11 into less than fourteen eight-hour working days in nearly 10
12 months, and
13 Whereas, The Massachusetts House and Senate have been on
14 unofficial vacation since the end of July, and
15 Whereas, Countless issues of importance to the citizens of the
16 commonwealth remain unresolved less than three weeks before
17 the general election, ard
18 Whereas, The matters which are pending include, but are not
19 limited to, many in which the public has expressed a strong
20 interest, such as Medex, recycling, drunk driving, criminal records
21 information, drug abuse, admissable child abuse testimony,
22 automobile insurance fraud, and campaign finance reform, and
23 Whereas, The matters being postponed also include the
24 Lieutenant Governor’s budget reduction package and proposal
25 for the sale of the Hynes Convention Center, and
26 Whereas, The Governor has also proposed that the legislature
27 return to consider a 4% cut in the legislative spending accounts
28 to fairly match the executive branch cut-backs, and a major
29 reorganization of the commonwealth’s court system, and
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30 Whereas , The voting public of the commonwealth has a right
31 to judge the candidates for election based upon a full and complete
32 understanding of the positions they hold on the urgent issues of
33 the day, and
34 Whereas, The deliberate postponement of important and
35 controversial issues beyond the election makes a mockery of the
36 democratic process and contributes to the widespread and
37 growing cynicism of the commonwealth’s citizens, and
38 Whereas, The arrogance of asking the voting public to return
39 elected officials to office in November, while they refuse to face
40 and debate the critical issues of the day is indisputable, therefore
41 be it
42 Ordered, That the Massachusetts Senate shall reconvene
43 forthwith in full formal session to address the critical legislative
44 matters still pending and to provide the commonwealth’s voters
45 with an accurate and verifiable record of their positions on the
46 prior to the November election.
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